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Abstract

Development of effective intranasal vaccines is of great interest due to their potential to induce

both mucosal and systemic immunity. Here we produced oil-in-water nanoemulsion (NE)

formulations containing various cationic and nonionic surfactants for use as adjuvants for the

intranasal delivery of vaccine antigens. NE induced immunogenicity and antigen delivery are

believed to be facilitated through initial contact interactions between the NE droplet and mucosal

surfaces which promote prolonged residence of the vaccine at the site of application, and thus

cellular uptake. However, the details of this mechanism have yet to be fully characterized

experimentally. We have studied the physicochemical properties of the NE droplet surfactant

components and demonstrate that properties such as charge and polar head group geometry

influence the association of the adjuvant with the mucus protein, mucin. Association of NE

droplets with mucin in vitro was characterized by various biophysical and imaging methods

including dynamic light scattering (DLS), zeta potential (ZP), and surface plasmon resonance

(SPR) measurements as well as transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Emulsion surfactant

compositions were varied in a systematic manner to evaluate the effects of hydrophobicity and

polar group charge/size on the NE-mucin interaction. Several cationic NE formulations were

found to facilitate cellular uptake of the model antigen, ovalbumin (OVA), in a nasal epithelial cell

line. Furthermore, fluorescent images of tissue sections from mice intranasally immunized with

the same NEs containing green fluorescent protein (GFP) antigen demonstrated that these NEs

also enhanced mucosal layer penetration and cellular uptake of antigen in vivo. NE-mucin

interactions observed through biophysical measurements corresponded with the ability of the NE

to enhance cellular uptake. Formulations that enhanced antigen uptake in vitro and in vivo also led

to the induction of a more consistent antigen specific immune response in mice immunized with

NEs containing OVA, linking NE-facilitated mucosal layer penetration and cellular uptake to

enhancement of the immune response. These findings suggest that biophysical measurement of the
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mucoadhesive properties of emulsion based vaccines constitutes an effective in vitro strategy for

selecting NE candidates for further evaluation in vivo as mucosal adjuvants.
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INTRODUCTION

Mucosal vaccination offers unique advantages over parenteral vaccination in the prevention

of infectious diseases such as the induction of both mucosal and systemic immunity

compared to solely systemic immunity for subcutaneous and intramuscular vaccines. 1-5

Administration of a vaccine to a mucosal surface can induce immunity at multiple mucosal

sites in addition to the application site. 3, 5, 6 Nasal immunization, for example, can induce

antigen-specific antibody production and a cellular memory response in the respiratory tract

as well as in the genital tract mucosa. 5-7 The nasal cavity is a prime site for vaccination as it

is easily accessible, has a moderately permeable epithelium with a high availability of

immune-reactive sites, and provides minimal exposure to degradative environments. 3, 8

Intranasal (IN) vaccines are currently in development for the prophylaxis of pathogens such

as Neisseria meningitidis, respiratory syncytial and herpes simplex type 2 viruses, and are

licensed for influenza virus. 7, 9-14 As infectious diseases transmitted through mucosal

surfaces may be most effectively prevented through mucosal immunity, development of

compounds that are both effective adjuvants and delivery agents for IN antigen

administration is highly desirable.

Several adjuvants enhance immune response induction by providing a sustained release of

antigen at a specific site through a depot effect. 15, 16 For IN vaccines, the mucous layer

presents both a barrier to antigen and adjuvant uptake by the epithelia and dendritic cells

(DCs) as well as a site for vaccine deposition. Here we developed bioadhesive nanoemulsion

adjuvants for IN administration with the hypothesis that greater mucoadhesion leads to

longer retention in the nasal mucosa, facilitating antigen-adjuvant permeation across the

mucous layer and cellular uptake (Figure 1). Oil-in-water nanoemulsions (NEs) are

nanoscale (200–700 nm in diameter) droplets composed of a combination of surfactants, a

co-solvent (ethanol), oil (soybean oil), and water. 17 We have shown that as an adjuvant for

hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg), NEs induce systemic immunity comparable to injected

aluminum-based hepatitis vaccines. 17 Furthermore, they produced mucosal and cellular

immune responses not elicited by conventional injectable vaccines, uniquely activated

cytokine production by the nasal ciliated epithelium and promoted DC trafficking. 18

Effective NE adjuvanticity for whole influenza and vaccinia viruses, recombinant anthrax

protective antigen, and HIV gp120 have also been demonstrated. 19-22

The mucus layer on the surface of nasal epithelial cells plays a critical role in host defense

mechanisms through adhesion and entrapment of invading virus particles and bacteria. 23

The efficiency of NE-facilitated antigen delivery in the nasal epithelium likely relies upon

similar mucoadhesive interactions. To evaluate the mucoadhesive properties of NEs,
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association with mucin, which constitutes the major protein component of mucus was

studied. 24, 25 Mucins are a family of heavily glycosylated proteins that form large

aggregates (MW = 0.5-40 MDa) and carry a large amount of negative charge, primarily due

to the sialic acid (N-acetylneuramic acid), sulfate, and carboxylate groups present on these

glycoproteins. While some mucins are membrane anchored, most are secreted and form a

layer adherent to epithelial cells. 24 Association with mucin has been used previously to

evaluate mucoadhesive properties of polymers such as chitosan and synthetic cationic

copolymers in vitro. 26-29

Here we produced a number of NE formulations each prepared by varying the combinations

of nonionic and ionic surfactants which were chosen based on their hydrophilic-lipophilic

balance (HLB) values and polar head groups. We performed a series of biophysical studies,

in vitro cell-based assays, and in vivo IN immunization studies in order to determine the

mechanistic aspects of the NE-mucin interaction, specifically by assessing how surfactant

compositions influenced NE-mucin association in solution and on biosurfaces and how they

impacted the structure of the droplet upon binding. We found that the mucoadhesive

properties of NEs measured in vitro were directly related to their ability to induce

immunogenicity in vivo. We believe that these biophysical studies provide data that could be

used as one of the early screening parameters to predict vaccine efficacy. This strategy is

potentially valuable for large scale evaluation of mucosal vaccines or drug delivery systems

and would allow for rapid screening of candidate formulations.

METHODS

Preparation of Nanoemulsions

NE formulations were provided by NanoBio Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI. Briefly, NEs

were manufactured by high-speed emulsification of ionic and nonionic surfactants, ethanol

(200 proof), soybean oil and purified water using a high speed homogenizer. Nonionic

surfactants including sorbitan (Span), polysorbate (Tween), and poloxamer surfactants, and

ionic surfactants and their abbreviations are listed in Table 1. Emulsions are annotated

according to blend ratios of ionic to nonionic surfactants. A CPC/Tween80 NE annotated as

1:6 contains one part CPC to six parts Tween80 (by weight), and a Tween80 NE with no

cationic surfactant is annotated as 0:6. For vaccine formulations and antigen incorporation

experiments, NE stocks at 60% (w/w) were mixed with 10 mg/mL hen egg white ovalbumin

fraction V (OVA) (Sigma-Aldrich) in 10× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4 and

sterile water for injection for 10 min to achieve a final concentration of 20% NE (w/v) with

the specified amount of OVA for each application in PBS, pH 7.4.

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Zeta Potential (ZP)

DLS and ZP measurements were performed consecutively for the same sample on a

Zetasizer Nano–ZS (Malvern Instruments Ltd). Porcine gastric mucin type III (mixture of

different mucins) (Sigma-Aldrich), was rehydrated at 1 mg/mL in 1 mM HEPES pH 7 at

room temperature (RT) for 30 min. 0.1% NE (w/v) was mixed with 0.05 mg/mL mucin in 1

mM HEPES pH 7, at RT for 2 min before measurement. Particle sizes (PS) are expressed as

average diameter (Zaved). For DLS and ZP measurements of NE droplets with incorporated
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antigen, Tween80 0:6, CPC/Tween80 1:6, or CPC/P407 1:6 NEs a final concentration of

20% (w/v) NE with 1 mg/mL OVA in PBS. To obtain the PS for these formulations, the

mixture was diluted to a final concentration of 0.1% (w/v) NE containing 0 or 5 μg/mL

OVA in PBS, pH 7.4. For ZP measurements, the mixture was diluted to the same

concentrations in 1 mM HEPES pH 7 and incubated with or without 0.05 mg/mL mucin. For

ΔZave measurements with mucin, 0.1% (w/v) NE-OVA (formed in PBS) was mixed with

0.05 mg/mL mucin in 1 mM HEPES pH 7. Reported error for size measurements was

calculated as standard deviation from measured polydispersity index (PdI) values. Error for

ZP measurements is reported as actual measurement zeta deviation values.

Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)

SPR binding experiments were performed on a Biacore® X instrument (GE Healthcare).

Immobilization of mucin to a CM4 sensor chip (flow cell 1) was performed following an

aldehyde-carbohydrazide coupling protocol in which the oxidized mucin was reductively

immobilized to the biochip surface following the manufacturer’s protocol. Oxidized mucin

at 0.5 mg/mL in acetate buffer, pH 4 was injected twice over the ligand channel (flow cell

1), followed by reductive treatment with sodium cyanoborohydride, resulting in an increase

in response units (RU) of 6,300, equivalent to a mucin immobilization density of 6.3

ng/mm2. The reference channel (flow cell 2) on the same chip was treated in the same way

but without injection of oxidized mucin. In these studies flow cell 2 serves as an additional

positive control surface rather than a true inert reference channel because it presents a layer

of negatively charged carboxylate groups which is very similar to the mucin glycosyl

groups. 0.0125% NE (w/v) (unless otherwise specified) in 1 mM HEPES pH 7.0 was

injected over the ligand and reference channels at a flow rate of 1 μL/min. At the end of each

dissociation phase, NEs dissociated completely from the chip. SPR sensorgrams were fitted

to extract kinetic parameters such as the rate of dissociation (koff). 30

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

NE and mucin samples for TEM were prepared similarly as for zetasizing. 0.1% (w/v) NE

was mixed with or without 0.05 mg/mL mucin in 1 mM HEPES pH 7.0 for 10 min. 5 μL of

the samples were placed on 200 mesh carbon coated copper grids for 10 min, air-dried,

rinsed with dH2O, and stained with 1.0% uranyl acetate for 10 min. Excess stain was

removed, and the grids were air-dried. Images were collected with a Philips CM-100

transmission electron microscope at 100 kV.

Epithelial Cell Uptake

To evaluate NE facilitated uptake of OVA in epithelial cells and adhesion of NE to cell

surface localized mucin, RPMI 2650 human nasal cells (ATCC) were seeded overnight on

chambered coverglasses in Eagle’s media (with 10% heat-inactivated FBS). NE and

Alexafluor 488 conjugated OVA (A488-OVA) were mixed and added to cells to a final

concentration of 0.1% CPC/Tween 80 1:6 (w/v) with 20 μg/mL A488-OVA for 1.5 h in

media at 4 °C or 37 °C. Cells were washed with PBS, fixed for 20 min in 4%

paraformaldehyde, and preserved in Prolong Gold with DAPI (Life Technologies). Cells

were imaged on a Leica inverted SP5X confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems).
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Animals

Eight-week-old female outbred CD-1 mice (Jackson Laboratories) for histological imaging,

and 8-week-old female C57BL/6 mice (Charles River Laboratories) for immunogenicity

studies were housed in specific pathogen-free conditions. All procedures were approved by

the University Committee on the Use and Care of Animals (UCUCA) at the University of

Michigan.

Tissue Identification and Antigen Localization

Mice were immunized IN with 10 μL/nare of 10 μg enhanced green fluorescent protein

(GFP) (total/mouse) (BioVision Research Products) alone or with 20% NE (w/v), and

sacrificed 16-18 hr post-inoculation. The nasal epithelium was isolated and frozen in Tissue-

Tek OCT (Sakura Finetek) with liquid nitrogen, and slides containing 5 mm tissue sections

were prepared. GFP distribution was imaged with a Leica DCS 480 epifluorescence

microscope and analyzed with LAS software (Leica Microsystems). For light microscopy

with the reference nasal epithelium, the nasal epithelium from a mouse immunized with PBS

only was isolated, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned. Tissue samples were stained with

Light Green Counterstain (Genetex) and TUNEL, and viewed on a conventional light

microscope.

Immunogenicity

C57BL/6 mice were immunized IN with two administrations, 4 weeks apart, of 15 μL (7.5

μL/nare) of a NE (20% w/v) and OVA (20 μg/mouse) mixture (NE-OVA) prepared as

described above, or of OVA alone in PBS, pH 7.4. This antigen dosage was determined to

be optimal in our previous studies (unpublished results). OVA used for vaccination was

endograde OVA (Hyglos GmbH). NE formulations evaluated were of the CPC/Tween80

series (0:6, 1:40, 1:20, 1:6). Treatment groups consisted of either 5 (OVA alone, OVA with

0:6 or 1:6) or 10 mice (OVA with 1:20 or 1:40). A separate group of mice was immunized

with 20% CPC/Tween80 1:6 (n=5) or CAB/Tween80 1:6 (n=5) with the same amount of

OVA.

Serum was obtained from the saphenous vein every 2-weeks post-initial immunization, and

anti-OVA specific IgG was measured by ELISA using microtiter plates coated with 20

μg/mL OVA. For average IgG, serum from each mouse was diluted 1:200 in PBS with 0.1%

BSA. For end-titers, serum samples from individual mice were serially diluted in PBS with

0.1% BSA. Samples were incubated on the coated plates for 1 hr at 37°C. After washing the

plate with PBST, the plate was incubated with goat anti-mouse IgG-alkaline phosphatase for

an additional hour at 37 °C. After final washing, the plate was developed with Sigma

FastTM (Sigma-Aldrich) AP substrate according to the manufacturer’s protocol, and the

optical density (OD) was measured at 405 nm (OD405nm). Endpoint titers are reported as the

reciprocal of the highest serum dilution producing an optical density (OD) above a cutoff

value (sum of the OD of the same dilution of a control serum from an untreated mouse and

two standard deviations).
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Statistical analysis

Microsoft Excel 2010 and Graph Pad Prism 6 were used for graphing and statistical

analyses. Comparisons were be made between groups using ANOVA when continuous

outcome variables were normally distributed and Kruskal-Wallis when not normally

distributed; Dunn’s adjustment for multiple comparisons was used.

RESULTS

Dynamic Light Scattering and Zeta Potential Measurements

NE association with mucin was evaluated by determining the particle size distribution using

dynamic light scattering (DLS) and by measuring NE surface charge (zeta potential (ZP))

before and after mucin addition. Figure 2A shows an example of a number weighted particle

size distribution for mucin alone, the CPC/Tween80 1:6 NE alone, and the co-incubated

mixture. While free mucin alone has the potential to form large aggregates, it is highly

polydisperse, and its size distribution did not overlap significantly with that of NE alone at

these concentrations. The size distribution of the mixture of mucin with CPC/Tween80 1:6

showed a factor of >4 increase in the mean diameter value (Zave), indicative of adhesive

interactions between mucin and the NE. We extended the measurements to other NE

formulations, each containing mixtures of nonionic surfactants (Span, Tween, Poloxamer)

with cationic (CPC, DODAC, BCl, BZT, CTAC, StrCl), zwitterionic (CAB) or anionic

(SDS) surfactants (abbreviations listed in Table 1). These NEs had mean diameters ranging

from 200-900nm. Emulsions are annotated according to blend ratios (wt/wt) of ionic to

nonionic surfactants (ex. CPC/Tween80 1:6 contains one part CPC to six parts Tween80,

Tween80 0:6 contains no cationic surfactant). All formulations had unimodal size

distributions with low polydispersity (PdI≤ 0.2) (Figure 2B). The surface charge (ZP) of

each NE was dictated by the charge of the ionic surfactant component. NEs with increasing

ratios of cationic to nonionic surfactants such as 0:6, 1:40, 1:20 and 1:6, CPC/Tween80

exhibited an incremental increase in ZP, reflecting increasing positive surface charge

(Figure 2C). Increasing the CPC for Tween80 NEs from 0:6 to 6:1 for instance, increased

the ZP by 78 mV.

Incubation of NE with mucin increased the particle size (ΔZave=Zave final−Zave init) and

decreased the surface charge (ΔZP= ZPinit − ZPfinal) of most NEs containing cationic

surfactants (initial refers to the value pre-mucin addition, and final refers to post-mucin

addition). In particular, CPC/Tween80 1:6, the adjuvant used in the in vivo studies below

and in previous adjuvanticity studies 17 showed a very large increase in particle size (ΔZave)

of 1546.0 nm upon addition of mucin, supporting the association of this NE with mucin and

the formation of a large complex in solution. Furthermore, mucin reduced the ZP of this NE

from 59.9±6.1 to 0.5±3.4 mV (ΔZP of 59.4 mV) (Figure 2 C and Figure S2). Mucin has a

substantial negative charge, and as it coats the NE, positive surface charge from the cationic

surfactant is neutralized (Figure 2C). The formulations studied included CPC and non-CPC

containing NEs combined with various nonionic surfactants. Figure 2 shows the changes in

particle size and charge upon mucin addition for select NEs, and Figure 3 summarizes the

effect of mucin addition for the entire set of NE formulations in scatter plots of ΔZP and

ZPinit, plotted versus ΔZave.
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The ΔZave and ΔZP of the NEs highlighted in Figures 2B & C demonstrated that

formulations exhibited diverse mucin associative properties as modulated by their surfactant

composition. In the subset of NEs shown in Figure 2, three different types of NE-mucin

interactions were observed: those with large ΔZP and large ΔZave, those with large ΔZP but

small or no ΔZave, and those with small or no ΔZP and ΔZave. These patterns were

strengthened upon expanding the screening to our entire set of compounds for their

interaction with mucin (Figure 3), and we found that all formulations could be clustered into

these three general groups or families based on their association with mucin, which would

be expected to translate into differences in in vivo activity.

Evaluation of the entire set of NE formulations revealed several important trends. A positive

ZPinit was required for NE-mucin association (Figure 3B & D). Tween80 0:6, which had no

cationic surfactant, had a similar initial Zave init (417.9 nm) as CPC/Tween80 1:6, but had a

slightly negative ZPinit, and gave ΔZave and ΔZP values near zero upon mucin addition

(Figures 2B & C and Figure S2). Furthermore, zwitterionic CAB/Tween80 1:6 (Zave init =

529.2 nm), and anionic SDS/Tween80 1:6 (Zave init = 700 nm) (Figure S1) both gave only

low ΔZave values of 18.1 nm and 21.8 nm, and minimal ΔZP values of 4.7 mV and −5.9 mV,

respectively (Figure 2B & C and Figure S2). Since these NEs share the same nonionic

components (Tween80, soybean oil), mucin association is largely attributable to the cationic

surfactant.

Scatter plots revealed that charge is not the only factor dictating the magnitude of ΔZave or

ΔZP, as several NEs with the same surface charge (ZPinit) had dramatically different ΔZave

values (Figure 3B & D and Figure S2). Furthermore, a large ΔZP value did not always

correspond to a large ΔZave value, as some NEs with a large ΔZP (>20 mV) had ΔZave

values <100 nm (Figure 3A & C and Figure S2). This is illustrated by the DODAC/Tween80

1:6 NE which has both Zave init and ZPinit values (538.5 nm, 50.5±4.8 mV) similar to CPC/

Tween80 1:6 (406.7nm, 59.9±6.1 mV). However, incubation of DODAC/Tween80 with

mucin resulted in only a small ΔZave value of 41.1 nm, but gave a large ΔZP of 68.6 mV,

comparable to that of CPC/Tween80 1:6 (59.4 mV) (Figure 2C and Figure S2). CPC

(HLB=26) is a single chain cationic surfactant, and is more hydrophilic than DODAC (HLB

~10) as its dual acyl chain prefers the oil:water interface (Figure S1). Thus the polar group

of CPC likely protrudes further from the droplet surface than DODAC, allowing it to

interact differently with mucin.

The structure and physicochemical properties of the nonionic surfactants also affected the

mucin interaction. For example, while CPC/P407 1:6 contains an equivalent amount of CPC

as CPC/Tween80 1:6, it has a much reduced surface charge (ZPinit = 29.9±5.7 mV) (Figure

2C). We believe that this is due to the differences in the hydrophilicity and the structures of

the nonionic surfactants. P407 (HLB = 22) is more hydrophilic than Tween80 (HLB = 15),

and thus the two bulky extended hydrophilic polyethylene glycol groups of P407 protruding

from the oil:water interface may more effectively shield the positive charge of CPC on the

surface (Figure S1). CPC/P407 1:6, had a ΔZave of only 15.5 nm, and a ΔZP of 21.5 mV,

which resulted in neutralization of the droplet (Figure 2B & C and Figure S2). Increasing the

CPC content in CPC/P407 to a 6:1 ratio (ZPinit=60.3±7.5 mV), still gave a much smaller

ΔZave (262.6 nm) relative to CPC/Tween80 1:6. Additionally, the ΔZP magnitude varied
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significantly for different cationic NEs, reflecting variable degrees of NE droplet coating

depending on both cationic and nonionic surfactants. Thus, while positive surface charge is

necessary for association, other factors also influence the interaction. However, all neutral or

negatively charged NEs consistently gave no significant changes in Zave or ZP with mucin.

Finally, we note that the ratio of ionic to nonionic surfactant leads to a nonlinear variation in

the mucin associative properties. Within a series of NEs sharing the same nonionic

surfactant, a stepwise correlation between CPC content and ΔZave and ΔZP with mucin was

observed. Increasing the CPC ratio in the CPC/Tween80 series NEs from 0:6 to 1:40 and

1:20 increased the ZPinit to 12.4±6.3 mV and 30.9±4.8 mV, respectively, while ΔZave upon

mucin addition for both remained <35nm (Figure 2B). At 1:6, 1:1 and 6:1, very large ΔZave

values of 1546 nm, 721.9 nm and 496.5 nm, were observed respectively, suggesting that

above a threshold level of CPC (1:6), multiple NE droplets can associate by binding to the

same mucin molecules (Figure 2B and Figure S2). A steady increase in the ΔZP magnitude

was also observed as CPC was increased. Interestingly, increasing the CPC above 1:6 did

not significantly alter the magnitude of ΔZP, possibly reflecting saturation of the droplet

with the maximal number of mucin molecules that can be sterically accommodated on the

surface of a 400 nm droplet. These DLS and ZP studies suggest that many of the NEs share

physicochemical properties, yet have strikingly different ΔZP and ΔZave values with mucin

depending on the surfactant composition. To further confirm that changes in ZP and Zave

corresponded to association with mucin, the amount of mucin adsorbed on the NE droplet

was determined for representative NEs by separating free mucin from bound mucin (Figure

S5). We found that a drop in ZP and increase in Zave upon incubation with mucin did indeed

correspond with an increase in droplet associated mucin. We suggest that such

characterization of NE-mucin interactions in solution provides biophysical parameters

important for selecting optimal compositions of NE adjuvants for further evaluation as IN

vaccines. To determine whether antigen incorporation on the NE alters the droplet

properties, the DLS and ZP measurements were repeated for NE premixed with ovalbumin

antigen (OVA) under conditions similar to the vaccination mixture used in vivo as described

in the supplementary information. OVA incorporation slightly lowered the ZPinit of CPC

containing NEs, but the general trends observed for the ΔZave and ΔZP values for the same

NE formulations without antigen were retained (Table S1), demonstrating that biophysical

properties characteristic of each NE applies to the NE with antigen as well. We selected the

CPC/Tween80 and CPC/P407 series, and DODAC/Tween80, CAB/Tween80 and SDS/

Tween80 formulations as representative NEs for further characterization, as they share

several physicochemical properties, yet have strikingly different ΔZP and ΔZave values with

mucin.

Dissociation Kinetics (Surface Plasmon Resonance Spectroscopy)

DLS and ZP methods measure the association of NE and mucin in solution under

equilibrium conditions. While this solution-based method provides insight on the binding to

secreted mucins, we were also interested in studying adhesion kinetics to mucins anchored

to the epithelial layer surface. SPR spectroscopy was employed to measure association and

dissociation kinetics on a surface on a real-time basis.
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Mucin was immobilized on a CM4 sensor chip surface as a model for the epithelial surface

as described in the methods section. Binding kinetics for representative NEs (CPC/Tween80

series (0:6, 1:6, 1:1, 6:1)) to the model surface are shown in Figure 4. CPC/Tween80 1:6

showed significant adhesion to the mucin-immobilized surface (Mucin/CMC) (Figure 4A)

as well as some adhesion to the reference cell which consisted of the unconjugated

carboxymethylated surface (CMC) (Figure 4B). Adhesion of all four NEs was higher to the

mucin surface than to the CMC reference surface—demonstrating that a significant portion

of the observed binding was mucin-specific (Figure 4C). Binding to both channels occurred

in a dose dependent manner, and was eliminated upon increasing the ionic strength of the

solution (Figure S4). Binding to the reference channel was not surprising, as the unmodified

CMC surface is negatively charged, and the negative carboxylate groups of the

carboxymethylated cellulose resemble the negatively charged sialic acid groups of mucin.

These results confirm the DLS and ZP results which suggested that NE adhesion to mucin is

driven by electrostatic attraction.

Tween80 0:6 exhibited minimal binding followed by rapid dissociation. Increasing the CPC

content in CPC/Tween80 led to an enhancement in the amount of association (greater RU)

on both the mucin and the CMC surfaces. Since mucin likely associates with the CPC and

the nonionic surfactants and oil as well, classical ligand binding models were not applicable,

complicating quantitative kinetic analysis. We chose to fit the binding curves to determine

dissociation rates (koff) as this value is independent of ligand concentration. Inclusion of

CPC reduced the NE dissociation rate by nearly two orders of magnitude relative to that of

Tween80 0:6, reflecting a greater mucin affinity for NEs containing CPC. koff for Tween80

0:6 as calculated from the subtracted sensorgram was 8.7 (± 4.6) × 10−1 s−1 as compared to

8.1 (± 0.2) × 10−3 s−1 for CPC/Tween80 1:6. koff values for CPC/Tween80 1:1 and 6:1 were

along the same order of magnitude as 1:6 (1.6 × 10−2 s−1 and 1.7 × 10−2 s−1, respectively).

However the curve fits gave high error values, likely due to greater background binding

attributable to increased association with the CMC surface itself as well.

While mucin association is important for antigen delivery, exceedingly slow dissociation of

the adjuvant will lead to removal through mucociliary clearance. Even with a CPC ratio of

6:1, the interaction of CPC/Tween80 with mucin displays a relatively fast dissociation as

compared to typical multivalent receptor-ligand interactions, perhaps enabling NEs to bind

to, yet diffuse through the mucous layer effectively.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

In the above DLS and ZP measurements, certain NEs had changes in Zave with mucin much

larger than expected for association of a single mucin layer, yet exhibited ΔZP values of the

same magnitude as those with much smaller ΔZave values. TEM analysis was performed in

order to further investigate the morphologies of these different NE-mucin complexes. CPC/

Tween80 1:6 and DODAC/Tween80 1:6 were examined because of their similar ZPinit and

particle size, as well as ΔZP, but strikingly different ΔZave values. Tween80 0:6 was also

examined. NE was incubated with mucin under the same conditions used in the DLS and ZP

measurements.
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TEM revealed dramatic differences between the structures of CPC/Tween80 and DODAC/

Tween80 upon binding mucin (Figure 5). Alone, mucin appeared as a diffuse homogenous

field of protein (Figure 5A), and CPC/Tween80 (Figure 5B) and DODAC/Tween80 (not

shown) as spherical droplets of relatively uniform size. In the presence of mucin, CPC/

Tween80 bound and sequestered most of the mucin, and the NE droplets coalesced into

larger droplets 700-1500 nm in diameter, with many reaching >10 μm (Figure 5C). Some

droplets smaller than the initial size of CPC/Tween80 were also present. Thus the very large

ΔZave observed for CPC/Tween80 is attributable to both mucin binding to the NE droplets

and mucin induced droplet aggregation. In contrast, DODAC/Tween80 did not aggregate

into larger droplets or form smaller droplets upon interacting with mucin (Figure 5D).

DODAC/Tween80 did indeed bind mucin, as evidenced by the homogenous layer of mucin

coating the emulsion surface. Tween80 0:6 did not coalesce and had no associated mucin, as

a homogenous field of mucin was observed, with no sequestration of mucin around the

particle.

Thus, both NEs with large ΔZave and large ΔZP values, and those with small ΔZave and large

ΔZP values are mucoadhesive but have different morphological properties upon binding

mucin. In contrast, NEs with neither changes in ΔZave nor ΔZP upon mucin addition do not

appear to interact with mucin. The magnitude of ΔZP therefore is indicative of the degree of

mucin binding, while ΔZave describes both mucin association and particle structure upon

binding. Both of these biophysical parameters are thus pertinent in evaluating NE

mucoadhesion.

NE-Antigen Uptake in Nasal Epithelial Cells

To examine how the biophysical properties pertinent to NE-mucin association as observed

by these in vitro assays translated to cellular systems, NE-OVA binding and uptake were

studied in RPMI 2650 human nasal epithelial cells. RPMI 2650 cells express mucin1, the

transmembrane isoform of mucin throughout the membrane, and have been used to study

uptake through mucous barriers. 31-34 Cells were treated for 1.5 h at 4 °C or 37 °C with

either 0.1% CAB/Tween80 1:6, Tween80 0:6, CPC/Tween80 1:40 or 1:6, DODAC/

Tween80 1:6, or CPC/P407 1:6 containing 20 μg/mL of fluorescent A488-OVA. Treatment

at 4 °C allowed examination of NE-OVA cell surface binding without active uptake,

whereas at 37 °C both binding and uptake could be observed. CAB/Tween80 and Tween80

0:6 did not significantly enhance OVA retention on the cell surface at 4 °C or uptake at 37

°C (Figures 6I and 6II A & B) relative to A488-OVA treatment alone (not shown). CPC/

Tween80 1:40 and 1:6 enhanced the levels of surface bound antigen at 4°C, suggesting

increased adhesion of NE-OVA to membrane associated mucin (Figures 6I C & D). CPC/

Tween80 1:6 enhanced adhesion more than 1:40, giving more intense areas of fluorescence

on the cell surface, consistent with the trends observed through SPR and DLS/ZP

measurements. Interestingly, DODAC/Tween80 and CPC/P407 also substantially enhanced

OVA binding to the cell membrane at 4°C, but appeared to coat the membrane more

uniformly in a greater number of cells than CPC/Tween80 1:6 which showed much more

intense fluorescent puncta on the membrane in a fewer percentage of cells at this

temperature (Figure 6I E & F). This may reflect the TEM observations of mucin induced

aggregation of CPC/Tween80 1:6, as compared to DODAC/Tween80 and CPC/P407 which
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did not coalesce upon binding mucin. Increased surface adhesion led to enhanced

intracellular uptake at 37 °C of NE-OVA for CPC/Tween80 1:40 and 1:6, with 1:6 inducing

greater uptake than 1:40. DODAC/Tween80 and CPC/P407 also dramatically enhanced

OVA uptake. DODAC/Tween80 induced significantly greater uptake than CPC/Tween80

1:6, however CPC/Tween80-OVA appeared to be localized in intense punctae of

intracellular fluorescence in fewer cells than DODAC/Tween80-OVA, which had a more

disperse distribution of OVA punctae within a greater number of cells (Figure 6II D & E).

These results were confirmed by quantitation of the number of fluorescent cells using flow

cytometry (Figure S6 and discussion). These intracellular punctae may correspond to NE-

OVA localized in early endosomes or lysosomes. The distinct changes in the distribution

pattern of antigen between 4°C and 37°C suggest that the majority of the antigen is

associated with the cell surface and not internalized at 4°C, whereas the majority of the

antigen is taken up intracellularly at 37°C.

To further confirm the intracellular localization of antigen at 37°C, the plasma membrane

was stained with a fluorescent marker after NE-OVA treatment (Figure S7). We found that

the majority, if not all of the A488-OVA fluorescence was localized within the confines of

the plasma membrane, demonstrating that at 37°C, the majority of the antigen is not simply

associated with the membrane, but is internalized. Furthermore, the 37°C treatment was

repeated with DQ-OVA (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), ovalbumin labeled with a self-

quenched fluorescent dye, in place of A488-OVA (data not shown). The fluorescence of

DQ-OVA remains quenched until ovalbumin is proteolytically processed, after which,

fluorescence is emitted. A similar, though less intense pattern of intracellular fluorescence

was observed for the NEs shown in figure 6II (intracellular fluorescent punctae for CPC/

Tween80 1:40, 1:6, and DODAC/Tween80 and CPC/P407), confirming that the majority of

the antigen was taken up intracellularly and proteolytically processed through antigen

processing pathways for these NEs under these specific treatment conditions. Thus,

prolonged NE-OVA adhesion to the cellular surface appears to facilitate increased

intracellular antigen uptake.

Antigen Uptake in the Nasal Septa

The effect of NE composition on the uptake efficiency in the nasal epithelium was evaluated

in vivo. To visualize antigen distribution, mice were immunized intranasally with 10 μg

green fluorescent protein (GFP) alone or with 20% NE, and sacrificed 16-18 hr post-

inoculation. Nasal septa were sectioned and imaged (Figure 7). Immunization with GFP

alone resulted in diffuse background fluorescence (Figure 7A). Tween80 0:6-GFP showed

similar diffuse fluorescence, likely attributable to nonspecific association of GFP or GFP-

NE (Figure 7B). However, the fluorescence was slightly more localized than in mice

receiving GFP alone, possibly reflecting concentration of multiple GFP molecules on the

Tween80 0:6 droplets. The negative charge of SDS/Tween80 1:6 appeared to prevent

nonspecific association with the mucosa, as no fluorescence was observed upon treatment

(Figure 7C). In contrast, the positively charged CPC/Tween80 1:6 gave more intense

fluorescence on the mucosa in punctate areas, reflecting antigen uptake into the nasal

epithelium (Figure 7D). The anatomical structure of the nasal epithelium is depicted by

Light Green Counterstaining and TUNEL staining of the nuclei of tissue sections from a
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mouse immunized with PBS only (Figure 7E). These results confirm that greater

mucoadhesion facilitates increased antigen (and presumably NE) uptake across the mucosal

layer and into the epithelium.

Intranasal Immunogenicity

Lastly, to determine the relationship between mucoadhesion and immune response

induction, C57BL/6 mice were immunized IN with 20% NE of the CPC/Tween80 series

(0:6, 1:40, 1:20, 1:6) containing 20 μg OVA, and boosted with the same formulation 4

weeks post-initial immunization (n=5 or 10 mice/formulation (see methods)). For the control

group, mice were immunized with the same dose of OVA alone in PBS. Previous work by

our group has demonstrated that intranasal immunization with CPC/Tween80 1:6 alone

without antigen elicited no antigen specific IgG production. Thus, we chose not to include

this control group in the present study. 35 We selected the CPC/Tween80 series to evaluate

NEs with the same cationic and nonionic surfactants, and this series of emulsions showed a

range of mucoadhesive properties. Serum anti-OVA specific IgG was measured at 2, 4, and

6-weeks post-initial immunization, and end-point titers were determined at 6 weeks (Figure

8A & B). Average anti-OVA IgG increased as the CPC was increased (Figure 8A). CPC/

Tween80 1:6 treated mice had higher specific IgG levels than those immunized with lower

CPC containing formulations even 2 and 4 weeks post-immunization. All NEs elicited

higher responses than OVA alone except Tween80 0:6 which had IgG levels similar to

antigen alone. Repeated immunization further magnified the differences between the

emulsions (Figure 8A).

Vaccination with all formulations containing NE and OVA resulted in significantly higher

IgG endpoint titers than vaccination with OVA alone (Figure 8B). End titrations of sera

from individuals showed that at lower CPC, variation in the magnitude of the IgG response

was greater than at high CPC. Mice in the 0:6 group had IgG titers ranging from very low

(equivalent to OVA alone) to one having the same high titer as the 1:6 treated mice (1×105).

Other mice in the 0:6 group had moderate responses with titers between 0.5-1×104.

Increasing CPC to 1:40 gave similar variation, however a larger proportion of the group

exhibited titers of 1×105. Further increasing CPC reduced the variation in IgG, and all mice

in the 1:6 group had high end-titers between 0.5-1×105.

Thus, improving the mucoadhesion of the CPC/Tween80 NEs by increasing the CPC ratio

increased both the magnitude and consistency of the immune response. Through

ultracentrifugation separation, we determined that the majority of the OVA (>50-90%) is

present on the NE droplet versus free in solution (supplementary info. and Figure S3). While

the presence of increasing amounts of CPC does lead to slightly enhanced antigen

incorporation, and may influence immunogenicity, immunization with other NE

formulations which contained similar levels of antigen incorporation as CPC/Tween80 1:6

(such as CAB/Tween80 1:6 discussed below) elicited very different degrees of

immunogenicity. Thus these trends in immunogencity for the CPC/Tween80 series are likely

mostly attributable to the differences in mucoadhesion.

As some of the mice in each of the groups that were immunized with NE-OVA had the same

endpoint total IgG titer as the mice in the CPC/Tween80 1:6 group (Figure 8B), IgG1 and
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IgG2b subclass titers were measured to see whether there was a difference in the antibody

response type. No significant differences were observed in the ratio between IgG2b and

IgG1 for the mice which showed the same total IgG titer between groups (data not shown),

suggesting that at this dosage and with OVA as the antigen, there was no difference in

response type as CPC was increased.

To further corroborate the relationship between mucin association and immunogenicity, we

looked at the effects of using zwitterionic CAB in lieu of CPC with Tween80. C57BL/6

mice were immunized IN as above with 20% CPC/Tween80 1:6 or CAB/Tween80 1:6 with

20 μg OVA. CAB/Tween80 elicited minimal serum IgG compared to CPC/Tween80 1:6 at

all time points, even post-boost (Figure 8C). These results further suggest that

mucoadhesion is necessary for intranasal adjuvanticity and can be used in selecting potential

vaccine candidates.

DISCUSSION

Adjuvants enhance immune response induction through several mechanisms, including

through a depot effect, which promotes prolonged stimulation of antibody producing

cells. 15, 16 For IN vaccines the mucosa provides a site for sustained adhesion, and adjuvants

with greater mucoadhesive capacity are likely to be more effective in immune response

induction. In the present study, we demonstrate the effectiveness of NE based vaccines

consisting of ionic and nonionic surfactants for IN immunization of the model antigen,

ovalbumin in mice. Extensive in vitro biophysical characterization and cellular studies

provided evidence supporting the hypothesis that NE-mucin association is critical for

antigen uptake and induction of immunogenicity in vivo. These results are consistent with

those observed for particulate based vaccines including chitosan and its derivatives with and

without poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) which increase the nasal residence time of

antigens delivered IN and enhance antigen (or drug) permeation through the mucosa leading

to improved efficacy. 36, 37. NEs are composed of surfactants and oil with very different

physicochemical properties than PLGA and chitosan, and provide different advantages over

particulate systems for vaccine formulation. Here we demonstrate that in vitro mucin

binding properties of nanoemulsion based vaccines directly relate to immunogenicity in

vivo, and can provide valuable information on the potential efficacy of IN adjuvants.

NEs containing cationic surfactants had greater mucin affinity than uncharged or anionic

emulsions, which showed little association with mucin. The critical role played by positive

charge is consistent with observations made for other polymer-based micro- and

nanoparticulates. 26, 38 However, our results also point to involvement of other parameters

including surfactant hydrophobicity and polar head group structure in dictating the

interaction of emulsions with mucin. This was illustrated by the CPC/Tween80 1:6 and

DODAC/Tween80 1:6 NEs which have similar charges and surfactant ratios, but displayed

dramatic differences in ΔZave, ΔZP and particle morphology upon mucin addition in solution

as well as differences in their association with the cell surface. These findings suggest that

while ionic interactions are strong determinants of mucoadhesion, nonionic interactions

between the NE components and mucin also significantly influence adhesion to the mucosal

surface.
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NEs could be classified into three general groups based on changes in size and charge with

mucin. While it is unclear whether smaller or larger droplets are more effective adjuvants,

the importance of adhesion for antigen delivery was confirmed both in vitro (in an epithelial

cell line), and in vivo upon IN administration. NEs (containing OVA) that associated with

mucin also enhanced the amount of cell surface bound OVA, which led to increased cellular

antigen uptake compared to OVA alone or OVA with NEs which did not bind mucin.

Furthermore, mice immunized with CPC/Tween80 1:6-GFP had greater GFP retention on

the mucosa and internalized by cells in the epithelium relative to the neutral and anionic

NEs, Tween80 0:6-GFP and SDS/Tween80 1:6-GFP, respectively. While it is yet to be

determined how NE-antigen droplets are taken up intracellularly, we found that adhesion is

necessary for uptake. Interestingly, NE did not enhance uptake in DCs or macrophages in

vitro (not shown), emphasizing the importance of mucoadhesion-facilitated epithelial cell

antigen uptake, and supporting our observations on the pivotal role of ciliated epithelial cells

in the NE-mediated immune response. 18

NE-mucin interactions directly correlated with induction of a specific humoral immune

response in mice immunized IN with the CPC/Tween80 series NEs containing OVA.

Improving mucoadhesion by increasing the CPC content increased the average serum anti-

OVA IgG, and reduced the intra-group variation in IgG titers. In contrast, the zwitterionic

CAB/Tween80, which did not bind mucin, did not induce an IgG response. Greater retention

of NE-antigen likely allows prolonged stimulation of immune responders by slowing

vaccine removal through mucociliary clearance. CPC/Tween80 1:6 provides the most

sustained OVA release at the application site, thus facilitating uptake leading to the

induction of a more consistent IgG response via a stronger depot effect. Furthermore,

enhanced epithelial cell uptake promotes intracellular antigen retention which perhaps also

enhances transfer to DCs through phagocytosis. 39 While OVA-specific mucosal IgA levels

in bronchial-alveolar-lavages was insignificant (not shown), we previously observed that NE

induced IgA in bronchial-alveolar-lavages for other more immunogenic antigens such as

anthrax protective antigen 21. Our results are consistent with studies demonstrating that

improving mucin association of polymer-based micro- and nanoparticulate such as PLGA by

coating them with cationic moieties such as N-trimethyl chitosan (TMC) enhanced systemic

and mucosal antigen specific antibody production. 26, 38, 40. Thus, lack of NE-mucin

association as assessed by these relatively simple biophysical assays based on DLS, ZP and

SPR in vitro is an effective indicator of a poor intranasal adjuvant. While increasing the

cationic charge can lead to improved mucoadhesion and immunogenicity, we have observed

that excessive positive charge leads to greater cellular toxicity. Therefore, using these assays

to better understand the nonionic interactions between emulsion components and mucin will

allow for further formulation optimization. Although it remains to be explored how the

changes in particle integrity upon interacting with mucus influence immunogencity, these

assays provide valuable information for prescreening lead formulations, and give insight

into how they will interact with the mucosa in vivo.

Activation of a protective immune response is clearly a multifactorial process, with the

physical delivery of antigen and adjuvant being just one parameter dictating vaccine

effectiveness. We have previously shown that NEs serve as much more than inert vehicles
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for antigen delivery, and that these formulations are able to activate cytokine production by

epithelial cells in the nasal passage, and induce DC trafficking. 18 The simple in vitro

screening methods presented here along with our in vivo immunogencity studies provide the

first steps to understanding the relationship between the physicochemical properties of

emulsion surfactants and adjuvant effectiveness. We demonstrate that NEs with very diverse

sets of surface and adhesion properties can be produced by variation of the surfactant

combinations. These differences likely impact non-adhesion related activities as well, and

we are expanding our in vivo immunogenicity studies to NEs with other surfactant

compositions in the library to better understand these relationships. Other parameters

influencing vaccine effectiveness are also currently being pursued in our laboratory

including the effects of NE on cellular immune response activation, antigen permeability

enhancement (opening of tight junctions), antigen release kinetics, and upregulation of

immunostimulatory genes. While mucoadhesion constitutes only the initial step of NE

delivery and uptake leading to induction of immunogenicity, without the ability to adhere to

the mucosa, NE adjuvanticity is severely compromised. Thus these simple in vitro screening

methods with high throughput capacity provide a valuable tool for mucosal vaccine

candidate selection, and for the design and optimization of more effective mucosal

adjuvants.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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ABBREVIATIONS

NE nanoemulsion

DLS dynamic light scattering

ZP zeta potential

IN intranasal

HBsAg Hepatitis B surface antigen

PS particle size

ZPinit initial Z prior to mucin addition
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ZPfinal final ZP after mucin addition

ΔZave change in particle size with mucin

ΔZP change in ZP with mucin

HLB hydrophilic-lipophilic balance

SPR surface plasmon resonance

TEM transmission electron microscopy

GFP green fluorescent protein

OVA ovalbumin
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Figure 1.
Structure of a nanoemulsion (NE) droplet and illustration of NE-mediated antigen delivery

through the nasal epithelial layer as facilitated by NE-mucin interactions. (cetylpyridinium

chloride (CPC), ovalbumin (OVA))
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Figure 2.
(A) Number weighted size distribution of 0.05 mg/mL mucin alone (blue), 0.1% NE (CPC/

Tween80 1:6) alone (green), or the co-incubated mixture at the same final concentrations

(red). (B) Representative NE Zave values prior to (Zave init) and after (Zave final) mucin

addition. (C) ZP values prior to (ZPinit) and after (ZPfinal) mucin addition. Error bars for

Zave measurements represent standard deviation as calculated from PdI values, or zeta

deviation for ZP measurements. (ΔZave and ΔZP values are plotted in Figure S2)
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Figure 3.
Scatter plots of ΔZP vs. ΔZave upon mucin addition (0.05 mg/mL) for NE formulations

(0.1%) containing CPC at various surfactant ratios (A) or a non-CPC cationic surfactant at a

1:6 cationic:nonionic ratio (C). ZPinit vs. ΔZave for the same CPC (B) or non-CPC (D) NEs

with mucin. Surfactant abbreviations are as listed in Table 1.
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Figure 4.
SPR sensorgrams for the binding of NEs to (A) a mucin-immobilized carboxymethyl

cellulose (Mucin/CMC) dextran surface (flow cell 1 (Fc1)), and (B) a CMC dextran only

reference surface (flow cell 2 (Fc2)). 0.0125% of the CPC/Tween80 series (0:6, 1:6, 1:1, or

6:1) NEs were injected on the surface in 1 mM HEPES, pH 7. (C) Subtracted sensorgrams

where ΔRU = RUFc1 − RUFc2. Sensorgrams are shown as solid lines and curve fits as

dashed lines.
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Figure 5.
TEM of mucin alone (A), CPC/Tween80 1:6 alone (B), and mucin with CPC/Tween80 1:6

(C), DODAC/Tween80 1:6 (D), or Tween80 0:6 (E) in 1 mM HEPES pH 7.
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Figure 6.
Confocal fluorescence microscopy of RPMI 2650 cells treated 1.5 h at (I) 4 °C or (II) 37 °C

with 20 μg/mL A488-OVA (green fluorescence) with (A) 0.1% CAB/Tween80 1:6, (B)

Tween80 0:6, (C) CPC/Tween80 1:40, (D) CPC/Tween80 1:6, (E) DODAC/Tween80 1:6,

or (F) CPC/P407 1:6. Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue fluorescence).
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Figure 7.
Fluorescence images (400×) of frozen sectioned nasal septal tissue isolated from mice

immunized with (A) GFP alone, or GFP with (B) Tween80 0:6, (C) SDS/Tween80 1:6, or

(D) CPC/Tween80 1:6. Features indicated: septal columnar epithelium (between dashed

lines), basal lamina (dashed line), epithelial-luminal junction (dash-dotted line), and nasal

lumen (*). (E) Light micrograph of a Light Green Counterstain and TUNEL stained paraffin

section of the nasal epithelium from a mouse immunized with PBS alone is provided as an

anatomical reference. The solid line represents the basal lamina, and the nasal lumen is

indicated (*).
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Figure 8.
Serum anti-OVA IgG after IN immunization with 20 μg OVA alone or with 20% CPC/

Tween80 NEs (0:6, 1:40, 1:20, 1:6) (A) Average anti-OVA IgG at 2, 4, and 6-weeks post

initial immunization for 1:200 serum dilution. *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 versus OVA

alone; and #p<0.05 versus 0:6 with OVA using Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s adjustment for

multiple comparisons. (B) Serum anti-OVA IgG endpoint titers of individual mice 6-weeks

post initial immunization. (C) Serum anti-OVA IgG from mice immunized IN with 20%

CPC/Tween80 1:6 or CAB/Tween80 1:6 with 20 μg OVA as measured by ELISA expressed

as OD405nm for serum diluted 1:200. *p<0.05; **p<0.01 versus OVA alone using Kruskal-

Wallis with Dunn’s adjustment for multiple comparisons.
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Table 1

NE surfactants and abbreviations. Net charges of ionic surfactants at pH 7 are indicated.

Ionic Surfactants Nonionic Surfactants

Cetylpyridinium Chloride (CPC) (+)

Benzalkonium Chloride (BCI) (+) Tween Series:
Tween20 (T20), Tween60 (T60),

Tween80 (T80)Stearalkonium chloride (StrCI) (+)

Cetrimonium chloride (CTAC) (+) Span Series:
Span20 (S20), Span60 (S60),

Span80 (S80)Benzethonium chloride (BZT) (+)

Dioctadecyl dimethyl ammonium (DODAC) (+) Poloxamers:
Poloxamerl88 (P18), Poloxamer407 (P4)Cocamidopropyl betaine (CAB) (zwitterion)

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) (−) Tvloxaool (Tvl)
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